GLENN MARAIS

The History of Rock

Intended Audience: Junior, Intermediate and Senior Students
A musical tour de force, The History of Rock is a roller coaster ride through
musical history, featuring The Glenn Marais Band, a powerhouse musical
group that will astonish and amaze your students and staff with the variety
and diversity of music that they can play. The performance is a road map of
history marking the significant cultural and socio-political events of our time,
through the music, fashion and panorama of each era. From the plantation
songs of African Slaves, to Elvis and the British invasion, the cultural revolution
of the 60’s right into the Modern Era, each decade is explored through song
and stunning visuals and video that lend an authenticity and realistic feel to
history. The Civil Rights struggles, Vietnam, gas strikes of the 70’s, Corporate
growth and greed in the 80’s into the current news of our time, each era is
examined and explored through the power and beauty of Rock n’ Roll. The
school will be rocking on this musical voyage through history.

The Art and Science of Song
Writing Seminar

Glenn Marais is an accomplished songwriter and masterful singer/
musician who plays guitar, piano and harmonica. He is an animated and
engaging performer who uses his music to inspire change and motivate
people of all ages to become engaged in changing the world through his
motto, “Give to Live”! A music educator who teaches character, equity
and social justice, locally and bob ally, Glenn promotes and inspires a
heightened consciousness amongst today’s youth.
Glenn has travelled to Africa several times filming documentaries and
music videos, and he has a personal passion for orphaned and at risk
children, having raised over $80 000 for the Cotlands orphanage, in South
Africa. He has years of experience working with our local native community
in fly-in communities; running leadership camps, self-identity workshops
and song writing in indigenous languages, English and French. Glenn was
nominated for a Juno Award in the songwriting category for “Everybody
Wants to Be Like You” by the artist Snow. It is the fifth most played song
in Canadian Radio History. Glenn’s own song, “Don’t Let Your Love Go”,
came second in the 2006 MIX 99.9 Canadian Radio Star Contest.
His song, “Like a Child”, composed to aid the orphaned children of Africa,
went to Number one on Much More Music, and was featured at the 2006
International AIDS Conference in Toronto, where Glenn performed in front
of over 7000 people, at the closing ceremony. His music video for the song
opened the conference, shown at the Rogers Centre.
A passionate and committed music educator, Glenn is constantly
evolving and growing with the rapid and exhilarating changes in modern
education. He works hand in hand with administration and staff to enrich
and develop student’s musical education and social awareness.
Music as an art that heals is Glenn’s gift that he believes was given to him
to “share with people” . It is this vision that guides him in his music.

This writing seminar is a high energy, interactive, multi-media presentation
that can be done in a classroom setting or as an assembly. Students follow the
journey of Snow’s song, “Everybody Wants to Be Like You”, as it develops from
an idea through to a number one hit in Canada. Glenn is able to give a first
hand account of all aspects of song writing, also examining classic songs and
the art of creation and collaboration. Glenn shares the story of, “Like a Child”,
the song he wrote for African Orphans, and the students learn how one person
has the power to make a difference for those suffering around the world.
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Fun and inspiring programs for
Character Education, Equity
and Social Justice

I recently had the pleasure of witnessing Glenn Marais’ fabulous songwriting Presentation.
I have taught music in elementary school for twelve years and I have never seen a school
presentation as compelling, informative and relevant as Glenn’s songwriting presentation
James Miller, Teacher – Bogart PS

Musical Plays

Intended Audience: Junior, Intermediate and Senior Students
Glenn Marais is an aspiring playwright and author and has found a wonderful
vehicle in school musicals that explore relevant and important issues, such as
anti-bullying, racism, equity and character. The goal of the musical plays are
to educate students on the intricacies and nuances of live theatre, the power
of the arts in making socio-political statements and the strength, beauty and
harmony of drama and music. The stories and dialogue offer a safe place for
students to share their own experiences with these delicate issues and in many
cases, students speak out for the first time of their own issues in a cathartic
epiphany that is moving and redeeming. The plays are available for license
or performance with Glenn at the school with all songs and scripts included.

AVAILABLE PLAYS
Oh Kanata
Canadian history as told through the First nations perspective. Utilizing the
social studies curriculum, Glenn has written a grade by grade historical and
musical play on the rich and diverse history of Canada.

The Peace Tree
A multi-faith holiday play written to celebrate our unique and wonderful
multicultural society in Canada. All songs and scripts are included in this
wonderful celebration of family, holiday traditions and cultural diversity
through music, dance and drama.

Contact:

GLENN MARAIS
of
Music in Mind
M: 905-751-7238 • H: 905-830-7588
Email: musicinmind@rogers.com

www.glennmarais.com

Assemblies and Keynote Addresses

Intended Audience: Junior, Intermediate, Seniors and Adult Audiences
Give to Live is Glenn’s Motto and his performances are a shining example of this,
utilizing stunning visuals, incredible live performances and powerful, motivational
talks on a variety of subjects from personal empowerment, social justice, black history,
racial equity and customized talks tailored to a client’s needs. The performances are
interactive and deeply moving filled with anecdotes from Glenn’s pioneering work
with an orphanage in South Africa, to fly-in reserves in our indigenous community
and his own experiences with discrimination and bullying growing up. Glenn will
work with the client to present a professional, powerful and moving experience. He
he has several presentations available and can customize one for your special event.
“Anyone can present a dialogue, however not many can achieve the almost impossible feat
of making their audience understand their message to the capacity that at the end of the
presentation, they all have tears in their eyes. I am sure that after Glenn’s presentation, the
participants of the conference will go on about their lives, thinking of how they can make a
difference in someone else’s life.”
Mustafa Nalwala, Gr.10 Student at Langstaff SS

AVAILABLE KEYNOTE AND ASSEMBLY PRESENTATIONS:
Give to Live
Give to live is a power house performance, designed to inspire, and motivate the
school and community in embracing positive change in school culture. It features,
a brand new anti-bullying song, “Say my name”, and creates a living template for
moving forward and creating a united school culture that can counteract negative
behaviour before it begins. This performance can be used to launch a school year,
new initiative or the innovative new program, “Square Pegs, described below.
Square Pegs
This exciting new program created by Glenn and professional Life Coach Lynnette
Rumble is an effective system used to counter negative student behaviors before
they occur by creating a positive classroom culture. Workshops are delivered with
three unique sessions throughout the school year that use games, multi-media and
facilitated discussions that bring character to life and ignite and unite class culture.
The program was piloted to great success at Aurora Grove P.S last year.
“We had a great experience with Square Pegs. It’s full of dynamic, co-operative activities that
use music and movement- great for those kinesthetic learners. It raised awareness of how
students were treating each other. Square pegs started them looking beyond their own lives.”
Renee Georgacopoulos, Teacher – Aurora Grove PS

The Power of One
In the quest to prepare students to be active members in a global community and
effective agents of social justice, Glenn’s presentation will change your student’s
lives and perspective on the world and help prepare them to be conscientious
global citizens. His powerful presentation style will bring these issues to life and
frame it with hope and understanding.

Black History

Glenn presents a compelling story of personal growth and discovery through sharing
of his own experiences with racism and the rich tapestry of black history through a
remarkable musical, visual and spoken word journey through time. His experienced
and mature perspective on equity and inclusiveness is an important message to share.
Stand UP for Character
Standing up for character brings character to life and is a positive, inclusive way to
help build a stronger school spirit and sense of belonging. Development in Social
justice, personal relationships and helping each other to grow and become better
citizens in the world are all explored in this fun and motivating assembly.
Racial Harmony, Understanding Equity and International Day to End
Racial Discrimination
The international day to end racial discrimination is a significant milestone in
history and an important day to reflect on the history of racial discrimination.
Please contact Glenn for a custom presentation.

First Nations Cultural Day/Week

New World Citizenship

Character Music Program

A comprehensive program that utilizes music, art, literacy and equity to build a
sense of unity and purpose in the school and community as a whole. Students
develop empathy through action, character through inclusive participation and
equity through understanding. The performance theme is “A Conscious Coffee
House.” The program is developed over time with weekly visits developing music
and art for grades K-8, including songwriting, social justice art projects, that
culminates in a performance in front of the school and community. The program
includes an environmental program and social justice action plan.

Native Singer, healer, drummer and craftswoman Lorraine Montreuil and
motivational speaker and singer songwriter, Glenn Marais present a variety of
workshops that expose students to the cultural beauty and rich historical legacy of
first nations peoples. During these revolutionary presentations, Lorraine will share
her art, music, crafts, folklore and history with students utilizing a talking circle,
drum building, performance and circles, as well as lessons in native cultural history
through music art and story. The talking circles, music and art are a great way
to combat social issues in schools, such as anti-bullying and racism and expose
students to a first hand knowledge in native culture.

Songs in the Key of Character
Intended Audience: Primary Students

This program includes the revolutionary art and music kit, Songs in the Key
of Character, featuring a song and art activity for each Character Trait.
Students and staff will love the visual and auditory connections to
Character that this program provides. The songs are fun and engaging and
the art activities designed by renowned arts consultant, Heather Miller, are
easily implemented in the classroom environment. Students are engaged in the
art activities while the music plays in the background, inspiring their creativity
and teaching the songs through repetitions and drawing connections to the
character traits through the art activities and class discussions. Schools can book
a live performance with Glenn, who will give an interactive concert where the
students can sing along and play the instruments that they have created.
“Glenn was very organized and prepared a lesson plan for teachers
before the presentation. Glenn’s energy and enthusiasm for his
work is refreshing. He presented information to the students
at Clearmeadow P.S in such a way that they were completely
entertained, but also inspired. Asking Glenn to perform at our
school has been one of the highlights of my teaching year.”
Brooke Wilson, Teacher – Clearmeadow PS

Songwriting
School Song Program

What better way to unite a school community, foster inclusion and
enhance pride than through a school song. Utilizing professional songwriting
techniques honed from years of experience as an award winning songwriter,
Glenn presents a pioneering song writing method, working hand in hand with
a volunteer or school choir to create a unique and personal school song that
is recorded professionally and presented live in a celebratory day or evening
concert for the school and community.

Jam Speak

Theme based songwriting incorporating curriculum topics, character, equity,
social justice and self-identity as topics for writing. Jam Speak is a great
way to deliver challenging curriculum subject areas and an inspiring way
to educate students on global and personal issues. Glenn has developed an
engaging and inclusive approach to writing songs in the classroom. His system
is tried and true and works well with small and large group formats. All songs
are recorded professionally and performed live as part of the School Song
and Jam Speak program. Schools songs are available upon request and in the
media section of Glenn’s website.

Intended Audience: A comprehensive arts and literacy program for
Grades K-8

Social Justice/Improving our World-Grades 4-8
Each Class will write, record and performa a song with Glenn based on the larger
theme of Social Justice and a minor theme selected by the individual classrooms.
All songs are professionally recorded.

Small Feet, Giant Steps-Grades K-3
Classes will learn a song from Glenn’s music and art kit, “Songs in the Key
of Character” to be performed at The Conscious Coffee House.

A Day in the Life of…

Anti-Bullying Program
Intended Audience: Junior,
Intermediate and Senior Students
In this revolutionary program, Glenn
leads the students on a journey
of discovery and self-awareness
on issues of bullying and bullying
prevention. “A Day in the Life of…”is
a musical play consisting of five or
ten acts. Classes will write a song with
Glenn based on the character traits, including
the dominant theme of Empathy. Each class
selects actors through an audition process for
all the roles. The classes present the play in its
entirety to the school community. The play is
a galvanizing and peer building experience
that brings forth revealing and insightful
discussion during its creation. Countering
the extremely negative and damaging
affects of bullying with a positive inclusive
experience that involves and unites the
school as a whole is an effective and
motivating remedy to a growing problem.

As one of the York Region schools in the Artist in Residence Program, my school, Glen Cedar P.S.
in Newmarket, was extremely fortunate to be able to work with songwriter Glenn Marais for five
full days in January of this year. The entire process was a great journey of learning and inspiration
for the whole group, myself included. As for the students, virtually all of them really got into
the process, and more importantly, the messages that were being delivered and discussed.
It presented a very different kind of opportunity for kids to shine, and several commented to
me that they discovered interests that were previously unknown.This was most certainly the
highlight of my class’s school year, and one of the highlights of my own teaching career.
Jay Gilbert, Teacher – Glen Cedar PS
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